Build a Top-Tier
Hosted Private Cloud
Use VMware Cloud FoundationTM to Accelerate Your Time to Market

Why should you offer a hosted private
cloud service?

Expand your business
with customers’ IT
mandates: privacy
and security

Grow your business
with a 35.5% CAGR
in the infrastructure
services market1

Deliver high-margin
cloud management
services

Why do enterprises need you for private cloud?

Improve workload security
and performance

Increase IT
performance

Stay in compliance
with regulatory
standards

Optimize
IT spend

Focus more on
business initiatives

Challenges cloud providers face while
building a private cloud

Complex costmodeling for fixed
and recurring
expenses

Operational
disruptions due to
convoluted vendor
management

Extensive effort in security
provisioning and configuration

How can you accelerate time-to-revenue
with a hosted private cloud?
Scale seamlessly to tens of thousands
of VMs without performance impact

Day 0 automation and lifecycle management
for deployment, delivering higher SLAs

Always run a fully tested,
validated solution

Take advantage of a software-defined
platform for your business
Leverage intrinsic
security across your private
cloud environment

Grow faster with
more custom services

Achieve faster
time-to-market

What is VMware’s private cloud portfolio?
VMware Cloud Foundation gives you everything to get your private
cloud service up and running, fully automated and up to date.

How to get started with VMware Cloud
Foundation?
Start with fully tested architecture with VMware Validated Designs
OR
Build a flexible, core-based model with VMware Cloud Foundation

Customize and expand your service portfolio
with private cloud powered by
01

Migration

VMware Cloud Foundation

02
Disaster Recovery
03
Mission Critical Workloads
04
Compliance
05
Managed Services

06

Modern Apps

Hybrid Cloud with
VMware Cloud
Director™

For more resources, visit

cloudsolutions.vmware.com/hosted-private-cloud
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Private Cloud gives you the ability to customize
IDC Worldwide Hybrid Cloud Infrastructure Services Market Forecast, June 2020
and expand services to:
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